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C o mpletio n Ra te: 7 7 %
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T o ta ls : 222

Response Counts

1. How can we enhance and extend cycle routes in Letchworth to
help create a comprehensive network, making cycling an easy and
pleasant transport choice? 
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Improve NCN12 route across Norton

Common

34.6% 65

Development of secondary north-south cycle

corridor

46.3% 87

East-west cycle  corridor improvements 55.3% 10 4

Re-route Greenway away from Wilbury Road

mini-roundabouts

58.5% 110

Surfacing  and access improvements to

Greenway

58.0 % 10 9

Green link from Standalone Farm to Norton

Common

49.5% 93



2. How can we make it easier and safer for all to cycle in and
through residential areas? 
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Value  Percent Responses

Improved wayfinding  for cyclists 62.4% 111

Cycle track priority over junction mouths 62.9% 112

T ig htening  junction turning  radii 21.3% 38

Sharing  the footpaths on Jackmans Estate 36.5% 65



3. What would improve access to bicycle to key destinations in
Letchworth Garden City, including the town centre, station and
leisure centre?
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Leisure cycle  hub at Standalone Farm 43.3% 71

Leys Avenue improvements for cyclists 45.1% 74

Broadway improvements for cyclists 50 .0 % 82

T own centre cycle  parking  improvements 61.6% 10 1

Improving  cyclist access to North Herts Leisure

Centre

49.4% 81

Implementing  20 mph school zones 36.0 % 59



4. What would give people the confidence and skills to cycle and
encourage positive and safe interactions between cyclists and
road users?
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Mitig ating  path user conflict on the Greenway 52.4% 86

Driver behaviour cycle  awareness campaig n 61.0 % 10 0

Extend the prog ramme of cycle  training 38.4% 63

Develop a prog ramme of community cycling

events

56.7% 93



ResponseID Response

24 Better sig nag e and marking s of road crossing s on the

g reenway. Org anise cycle  event in town centre.

31 T he g eneral issue of pavement use by cyclists needs

consideration: should young  people be allowed to cycle  there

or all cyclists, g iving  way to pedestrians?

36 T he g reenway adjustment at Wilbury is not an "option" it is

critical. Crossing  the railway near the town centre is not ideal for

slower riders, with combination of traffic volume and incline

(bridg e road) encourag ing  weak riders to use foot paths. cycle

lanes should be implemented. Otherwise I think Letchworth

cycle  provision is solid.

39 on the g reenway i'd like to see cyclists cycle  on the left in the

direction you are g oing  and walkers/dog walkers stick to the

rig ht, then everyone would see each other and there would be

no dramas ... mig ht help

5. Do you have any further ideas or suggestions as to how we can
improve Letchworth's cycle network? 
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40 A family event, possibly with hireable bikes and trailers, to g et

families aware of and using  the network

43 I would like to see more cycle  lanes in Letchworth. Sometimes I

feel I have no choice but to cycle  on the pavement, particularly

when cycling  on Nevells Bridg e and around the town. I am

interested by the proposed improvements between north and

south Letchworth. I have been unable to do this due to a

staircase and bridg e over the tracks which is virtually impossible

to do with my bike.

44 20 mph throug hout LGC, cycle  paths properly surfaced,

potholes fixed on on road routes, trees cut back some paths

impossible  with helmet on road bike.

45 If you are truly serious about encourag ing  people to cycle  to

work then improving  the NCN12 route between Letchworth

and Stevenag e would g o a long  way to achieve this, in

particular, the stretch of track between Willian and Graveley

needs to be upg raded from off-road to a two lane tarmac cycle

track as a bare minimum to run along side the existing  dirt track

to allow for people walking . T his would allow cyclists to journey

from Letchworth and link up with the excellent Stevenag e cycle

network and vice versa. T he junction at Willian also needs

improvement as it is one of the most dang erous to cross with

poor visibility to oncoming  traffic from Willian Road (toward the

pond) before turning  in to Wymondley Road. It is a popular

route for the morning  commute. Responding  to the comment

that " the distance between the two towns is at the upper-end of

what could be considered an 'easy' cycling  distance" I would

arg ue that with the rise of e-bikes allowing  much g reater

distances for cyclists, is likely to make this statement invalid. In

fact, a viable  safe route may encourag e the uptake of bikes

allowing  long er distances.

46 Shared use of footway on North side of Gernon road between

council offices and Broadway cinema.
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47 Fur future ensuring  all new developments have dedicated cycle

paths that run along side roads. Concerntrating  efforts on

improving  most used routes and certainly routes around

secondary schools.

48 Station Road Letchworth next to shops i.e  Postoffice path is

wide enoug h for shared cyclist and pedestrians to use.

52 Don't mess up car access - motorists and cyclists aren't

enemies. Don't make junctions more dang erous by tig htening

radii. Don't have contraflow for cyclists in Let's Avenue; it's

already dang erous for pedestrians, especially children, and for

blind people because if lack of clear differentiation between

road and footpath.

55 Many cyclists are often rude and do not slow down when

meeting  walkers and dog  walkers. I have nearly been run over

several times in the last year or so. Some education about

sharing  of paths is necessary. Cyclists seem to think that the

Greenway is their path and the rest of us should keep out of

their way

57 Improve the increasing ly terrible  road surfaces! T he number

and size of potholes are a hug e dang er to cyclists and motorists

as cyclists are forced into the centre of the road to avoid them

and cars aren't expecting  it and often don't g iven cyclists

enoug h space as it is...

60 T he best way to improve cycle  safety is to keep cyclists and

cars separated. T he Greenway is a fantastic resource and has

the potential to be g reatly improved to increase links between

Letchworth, Baldock, Hitchin, Stevenag e and Stotfold.

62 More desig nated cycle  paths ( painted white lines and bicycles)

67 Improve the road surfaces. I've had 2 punctures this year from

potholes.
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70 More on and offroad markers! Maybe a board around the 1/2

or 1/4 way so people can see how far they have came!

72 If possible  improve cycle  parking  with an integ rated locking

system. It would remove a barrier to use for me.

75 Make the routes more visable. We followed network 21 and

g ot lost around Baldock Road into lordship. Also make the

routes easier to access

80 I think that g enerally speaking  cycling  in Letchworth is already

not only possible, but also safe and pleasant, yet it's very

disappointing  that very few people do cycle. Letchworth is

compact, flat, there are lots of quiet roads and cycle  paths. I wish

I had some g reat ideas on how to improve that, but I don't. It

feels like the perception of cycling  needs to chang e, perhaps

some kind of encourag ement to g ive it a g o.

81 More cycle  paths or permissions to cycle  on footpaths

83 Make it easier to cycle  to letchworth

85 I would love to take up cycling  as I strug g le with the cost of fuel

and my son's school nearly 2 miles from my house. For me to

feel safe and confident, I think that there needs to be

desig nated cycle  paths on all major roads in letchworth, with

road widening  to accommodate this. Across junctions, there

should be seperate cycle  junctions or being  able to cross with

pedestrians.

86 More cycle  routes not on main roads the A50 5 needs a cycle

route along  the leng th from Hitchin to Baldock

89 Additionally it would be g ood to know plans about improving

clcle  links to nearby towns such as Hitchin; with all the issues with

the trains being  able to cycle  into Hitchin or Stevenag e more

safely would also be a hug e boost
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91 g reenway cycle  app not updated for iPhones at last operating

system chang e, so following  and planning  is not possible  now

with my phone.

93 1. Impose 20 mph speed limits around the town. Currently there

are a number of roads where cars travel at hig h speed with

parked cars on one or both sides of the road leaving  little  room

for cyclists. 2. Educate drivers. Many have a misplaced sense of

superiority over other road users and drive in a manner

reflecting  that. 3. Restore a balance to other road users. All

roads are currently g eared towards cars. T urn the town centre

in to a car free zone. Make it suitable for all cyclists, pedestrians,

wheelchair users, people with families etc. T here's no

requirement to drive down the middle of town. T his would not

only be g reat for access but also for creating  a more social town

centre for restaurants etc. 4. Do not pursue cyclists for riding  on

pavements. T here is no evidence to support the approach that

this is dang erous (I have ridden in Japan where it is normal

practice and not an issue) and works to massively discourag e

cycling . 5. Clamp down on dang erous driving  (as well as

educating  drivers from point 2). T he law is in place to protect

cyclists but not enforced. I cycle  reg ularly and am very often cut

up, blocked or passed closely by cars as they are either

ig norant of their responsibility or don't care. 6. Encourag e a

cycle  to school scheme. Every sing le  morning  I have parents

with one child in the car driving  past at hig h speed trying  to g et

to the local school on time. Perhaps a cycle  train where children

are met and led to school in a g roup and then join the g roup as

it cycles to their school. 7. Encourag e a cycle  to work scheme.

Perhaps some sort of incentive to reward those taking  part.

Companies can already offer a cycle  to work sche,,e  of course

but it is often people's worrries/fears/insecurities that prevent

them from g etting  on a bike.

10 0 Making  a cycle  path between Letchworth- over Wilbury hills into

Ickleford would be my sug g estion after cycling  to Hitchin to

work! Far safer route and quicker!
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10 2 Cut back hedg es. Make cycling  on paths leg al in non residential

or shopping  areas. Eg  industrial estate and between Letchworth

and Baldock.

10 3 Seg reg ated cycle  tracks are the only thing  that will make cycling

accessible  for all ag es and abilities. Remove barriers and g ates

that make it impossible  for people on carg o bikes, mobility

cycles etc to access.

10 4 More should be done to improve access to the g reewwy for

neig hboring  town of hitching  and Baldock. It pointless improving

the Greenway and the cycle  routes around it without looking  at

where the cyclist are actually coming  from to g et there in the

first place. Also more should be done to improve cycle  training

for kids in school. T here are never enoug h course

amdvmanybkids miss out.. in addition to this, there should be an

area where kids can practice and g et better before g oing  on

the road. T he problem is that one should not ride a bike on the

path, but there is a big  leap to conning  off stabilisers and the

ability to ride on the road. Maybe a cycle  / BMX track near the

Greenway is g ood idea.

10 5 More of them please, plus more occurred shelters.

10 6 More bike storag e at train station. Make it easier for children to

cycle  from north of the railway into town - currently via bridg e

rd or Norton Way; both quite dang erous roads. Educate dog

owners - have been attacked by dog s and abused by dog

owners several times while  cycling  down the national cycle  way

route throug h Norton Common. Enforce speed limits on Wilbury

Road and put proper road crossing s at standalone farm and

croft lane. Mandatory bike stands at new shops - none at tesco

on g rang e for example.

10 7 More Greenway. It's g reat, but big g er is better and who doesn't

want more g ravel trail to explore
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112 Better cycling  track surfaces. More repairs made. T he farm

tracks that are used are rubbish. We should build more cycle

tracks like the do in Holland.

113 Access g ates on the north route of the g reenway aren't easy to

navig ate on a bike

122 More awareness - hold a cycle  day, based in town centre, make

it fun, g ive people information

123 Some toilets scattered on Greenways. Better surface to ride on,

some are quite bumpy. love riding  the g reenway.

127 Educate cyclists reg arding  how to approach walkers on the

Greenway (particularly with dog s). Many don't sig nal that they

are approaching  from behind, or g ive enoug h time to g et dog s

out of their way.

130 with NHDC improve access to Hitchin industrial estate from

Wilbury Hills. Also cycle  road on Stotfold road is needed.

131 Mend potholes in normal roads. Some are so bad that it doesn't

feel safe to let kids on the roads even thoug h they are

competent cyclists....

133 Educate drivers to allow more space, I've been riding  in and

around Letchworth for 30 yrs and drivers are g etting  more

ag g ressive and less considerate

136 Cycling  events on road

138 More promotion of the Greenway, a brilliant facility, Letchworth

should be proud. Also, take a look at Stevenag e, brilliant cycling

infrastructure.

139 I'd love to see an off road circuit similar to the Greenway for

more experienced mountain bikers
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140 .

141 Street closures to promote cycling  and walking  Car free days

(https://en.parisinfo.com/paris-show-exhibition/170 120 /third-

car-free-day-in-paris) Cycle  lanes on busy and fast roads (they

are much less of a priority on shopping  streets / the Broadway

etc.) Offroad cycle  paths which follow routes most used by

cyclists (the Greenway is fun but not actually very useful e .g . for

commuters) Discounts for people shopping  without a car

142 Please bring  back the closed circuit cycle  race that used to be

held around Broadway Gardens. Great for the town,

competitors and spectators.

144 Passing  parked cars is the big g est challeng e I face as a cyclist, it

seems most drivers don't feel I have the rig ht to do this and try

to g et in front of me or squeeze past me when there is no room.

145 Yes. Fixing  Potholes, and roug h road surfaces for cyclists are the

big g est concerns especially from safety perspective. Ok for a 4

wheel car but not for us cyclists. Plus clear routes and mile

markers etc to key city sites and places of interest. Also g et

schools and family g roups involved with "owning " sections of

the Greenway for maintenance, care and improvements.

151 More cycle  paths/lanes please Prevention of people walking

larg e packs of dog s (some councils restrict to no more than 4

per person) on the Greenway - this is a problem for all users of

the Greenway

153 Improve link from Industrial area on Greenway to cycle  route 12

At the moment you have to cross the main Letchworth to

baldock road switching  back Always takes time to neg ociate

155 Improve sig nag e for pedestrians (especially dog -walkers -

reminding  them that their dog s must be properly under control

and /or on a short enoug h lead to not cause an acccident),

cyclists and drivers
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156 Cycling  from Fox Willian to Greenway is rather difficult. It's

unclear if small kids can cycle  on pavement and at what ag e

should they cycle  on road. Bad cycle  paths, bumpy where A50 5

meets Stotfold road. Poor roads on Willian Way near Lordship

school. More cycling  events and information about training  (e .g .

chang ing  tyres, bikeability etc) advertised. Better Greenway

map & markers, easy to g et lost, app discontinued. More Hitchin

Hoop markers too. Better bush cutting  on Greenway so it's

passable. Remove terrible  wood g ates on Greenway, so

difficult to g et throug h with bikes! Replace with bike g ates. Add

more bike racks near Greenway. E.g  if people cycle  to

Greenway and stop to walk in woods or have picnic etc.

Connection to national cycleways and advertising  where to g o.

Community cycle  cafe like Emily's tea shop in Whitwell.

157 improve the access to Hitchin by Improving  the cycle  path. At

present its a bloody shambles and any decent cyclist uses the

road because it's quicker and means you don't have to cede

rig ht of way to car traffic.

160 Any points where drivers and cyclist come into contact should

be top priority. Educating  drivers has proved unsuccessful for

many year and conflict is, if anything , increasing . I would also

increase sig nag e reminding  dog  walkers of their

responsibilities to prevent injury to dog s and cyclists. Dog s are

left to run wild when away from the roads which is creating  a

dang er on the cycle  paths.

164 T he g reenway is a fantastic resource and brilliant for cyclist as

we are well away from traffic for a lot of the time. However, this

causes conflict with walkers, so any improvement there would

keep all g reenway users happy.
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166 T he big g est problem as a sports/fast cyclist on the Greenway

that I find is walkers being  completely unaware of their

surrounding s, often using  headphones and always walking  in

the middle of the g ravel path. Despite using  a bell for warning ,

or calling  out, they don't move and at the last minute they jump

out of their skin as we pass (slowly as we've had to slow down

by this point!). A simple rule  of thumb such as "walkers stay on

the left" would help and a warning  that bikes do come throug h

and to keep dog s safe. Dog s often hear bikers coming  before

the owners do Loose dog s are a really big  problem on the

Greenway too.

167 I use the North South CR12 most work days to cycle  to and from

Stevenag e. In the winter it is mainly underwater / mud, and this

year half of it was resurfaced. I end my trips covered in mud and

ruin bikes within 3 years - to make people chang e transport

routes you need to make it usable. Additionally training  for

parents with children on the need to respect cycle  lanes where

they run outside schools would be important. So many cars park

on or near the lanes, people walk their children in the lanes etc

it is inviting  accidents. Outside the school at Gravely the

untreated nature of the road in winter combined with the

constant flow of driving  parents consistently turns the road into

an ice rink - ag ain very unsafe for cycling  and the children on the

pavement. T he new ideas are g reat but please make the

existing  ones safe / usable; then you would see a real chang e in

behaviour.

174 Greenway swing  type access g ates are terrible  solution for

bicycles with any trailers. Please consider people who are

cycling  and hauling  children bikes, etc.

175 Sig ns for walkers to be aware of cyclists using  the g reenway.

T hey usually have earphones in, dog s off lead and not paying

attention to their surrounding s.
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180 Remember the surrounding  towns - Hitchin and Baldock without

the benefit of a heritag e foundation have zero cycling  provision.

Safe routes to snd from these towns should be part of the

strateg y as people travel freely between these areas.

Encourag e NHDC to develop and ink safe routes in these towns

to your network e.g  the Greenway. Many Letchworth children

travel to school in Hitchin and have to travel needlessly by train,

bus or worse by car when they could cycle  if the "final mile"

problem was addressed. Likeeise adults eho work in one town

and trsvel to the other. Also consider working  with established

cycling  clubs which cover the entire area such as Hitchin

Nomads CC who can deliver activities, training  and support for

the strateg y.

182 1. please put most effort into improving  road surface. 1a - g et

rid of potholes 1b - roads should be wide for cars cycles 1c -

enforce parking  restrictions 1d - dedicated cycling  lane 2. Cycle

hub should be near Station road. Standalone farm already has

cafe but it's not popular with cyclists. 3. Greenway is not a g ood

place for cycling  - bad surface, dog s, runners, kids. It is beautiful

as is. 4. Improve cycling  access between icknfield way and

pathways over stotfold road (access to Hitchin) 5. Improve

cycling  access to willian and if possible  - further to stevenag e. 6.

better cycling  on the side of A50 5, currently it's dang erous

g oing  with kids. As a passionate cyclist, I'd be willing  to further

discuss, contribute or help cycling  in letchworth and also making

letchworth a g ood destination for those who cycle  throug h.
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183 While  it is never g oing  to be as comprehensive as that of

Stevenag e, making  the g eneral population (not just people who

currently are interested in cycling ) aware that there is actually a

basic cycle  network around the town, maybe on a friendly, well

desig ned map, of routes throug h the town where you can avoid

having  to interact with roads and cars. Ideally a network across

the town of purposely built or paths/tracks/roads that are only

accessible  to non motorised vehicles. Why not make some

across-town roads one-way only, controlled by lig hts, and the

use second lane as a cycleway? Links to Stevenag e and Hitchin

with equally larg e, away-from-car roads, will make bike

commuting  an obvious and friendly choice. T he current path to

g ravely from letchworth is actually not too bad. But it's g etting  to

that path on Letchworth Gate during  the horrible  rush hour that

will put almost everybody off seeing  it as a viable  option to

commute. Divide a few roads in letchworth to make PROPER

(2m wide, tarmaced) 'tracks' across the town. People who

complain will have to put up with it.

184 Ensure that non cycle  routes are properly sig ned and policed.

Some cyclist think they are above the Hig hway Code and are

cycling  on footpaths. If the present situation is not policed, how

can any improvements for cyclists be justified ?

185 Build a seg reg ated cycle  network. Look at any city in Holland to

work out how it should be built.

186 Ensure currents cycke paths are surfaced adequately. Cyclists

g o on roads such as on Broadway by St Frances because the

cycle  paths are uneven and hazardous
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187 I live on Grang e Road between Lammas Way and Stonnells

Close and I have walked out of my path into speeding  cyclists

who have no consideration for residents. When my 7 year old

daug hter was a newborn a cyclist nearly ran over her pram!

T he vision is not really g ood despite our hedg es being  cut

back. We are not allowed to remove our hedg es as we are

Howard cottag e residents. I think it has been poorly desig ned

and something  needs to be chang ed before myself, my

daug hter or someone else's child's or cyclist ends up seriously

injured. It is like Russia roulette every day stepping  out into

public. T his needs to be taken into serious consideration. Safety

of school children is also paramount with cycle  paths. If you are

putting  a cycle  path tog ether throug hout the Grang e, the older

kids want to ride their bike a to school, please make the Grang e

safe and put a zebra crossing  at Southfields so children who are

ag e 9 and 10  who are g aining  their independence wanting  to

cycle  to school safely please put a zebra crossing  in at the

shops. Surely some paint does not cost just much money and

should be considered if you are to make routes safe for cyclists.

188 Improvement of a direct Hitchin to Letchworth route along side

the A50 5 for the whole distance

189 Provide funding  for a cycling  club to encourag e women and

beg inners Around Norton common and other roads, cyclists are

forced into the middle of the road around parked cars, causing

dang er from oncoming  vehicles underestimating  how much

space is needed.

190 Improve existing  cycle  paths and make them fit for purpose.

Make it illeg al for cyclists to use the road when a cycle  path is

available. Extension of current cycle  paths. Colour coding  cycle

paths so pedestrians don't forg et and walk in front of cyclists. A

speed limit for cyclists on cycle  paths.

193 More places to leave your bike secure (town centre) More

cycle  clubs to show new residents where they can g o on bikes.

Need more cycle  tracks (Stevenag e is a g ood example)
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194 Cycling  afternoons with kids- across schools and year g roups to

help decrease the divide between the different schools

195 Currently the cycle  way around Letchworth is very g ood but

there needs to be more routes and a better awareness that

pedestrians/dog  walkers are sharing  the route and it's not all

theirs!

196 Easier access to maps. Clear veg etation from paths on a reg ular

basis, ideally early spring  start. Make sure hawthorn and other

very spiky plants have the cutting s cleared to prevent

punctures.

198 Put the cycles on the pavements and keep them off the roads-

society and transport has moved on and the place for cycles are

no long er on the road

199 Paint a cycle  lane onto town centre area pathways where there

is room for cycles to share the path.

20 0 Cycle training  should be for road users also, not only current or

potential cyclists.

20 4 Create some proper joined up cycle  tracks the questions above

are not addressing  the problem the tracks that are there do not

work. T he tracks are not joined up and do not g et people to the

destinations they would like to g o to. T he Greenway is for

leisure when you have all the time in the world. You need to be

a bmx trick cyclist to follow the cycle  track marking s on the road.

Car users complain that cyclists are not using  the cycle  tracks

that are their and this is because they are bitty and not joined up

and in order to use them you have to neg otiate pedestrians and

parked cars.

20 5 Stop speeding  on Norton Rd and Norton Way!!!!
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20 9 My partner is a wheelchair user we cross Norton common 4 or 5

times a week, we have only had 3 near- misses over the last 6

months, with cyclists riding  dang erously, but it will only take one

collision for someone to g et seriously hurt or killed. If possible  it

would be g ood to have a separate cycle, scooter and

skateboard "lane" across the common and sig ns to ask cyclists

to g ive way to pushchairs, prams, pedestrians esp. tiddlers and

wheelchair users and to say slow down when approaching  or

passing  people. Great to increase cycle  use but it sadly won't

be long  before someone is hurt, not just on Greenway or the

common but on g eneral pavements in the town, maybe some

g uidelines on cycling  on the pavement would be g ood idea too

e.g  slow down don't fly round blind corners or cut Infront of

wheelchairs, they have foot plates that stick out much further

than you mig ht think etc... :)

211 1) T he lower part of Pixmore Way (towards Baldock Road) is

shown as a particular accident blackspot on fig ure 3.4 on pag e

18 of the report. I live on this road and therefore cycle  on it

daily. It is a main artery towards the town used by lorries and

heavy vehicles but has cars parked along  its leng th making  it

narrow for the two way traffic using  it. Despite this, drivers often

travel at speed or ag g ressively down it, especially outside of

peak times. A larg e number of school children cycle  down the

road each day on their way to and from school. T hese children

(and also a larg e number of adult cyclists) tend to use the

pavements creating  a hazard for pedestrians, presumably due

to the dang erous nature of the road. A 20  mph speed limit

would be helpful. T his is sensibly the maximum speed which can

be achieved on this road due to the parked cars. T here are also

numerous surrounding  roads which provide similar vehicular

access to town (such as Broadway from the Baldock Road) and

mean that a one way system could feasibly be introduced for

cars which would allow space for cycle  lanes and contra flow

cycling  provision in Pixmore Way. 2) T ravelling  out of

Letchworth can be tricky in some directions. T here is a cycle

path on the A50 5 after the A1M junction (towards Baldock). T he

roundabout over the A1M is however tricky for cyclists and

accessing  the B197 from the fast dual carriag eway A50 5

ResponseID Response



requires cyclists to dismount and cross the busy road on foot.

T here are no traffic lig hts for persons crossing  or other

provision. Improved provision or at least traffic lig hts to cross

the road would be helpful. 3) Gernon Road is a relatively quiet

and wide road providing  easy access from the town. It is

however one way and could easily be made two way for

cyclists, increasing  access to the town on a comparatively safe

road. 4) Letchworth Gate is shown on Fig ure 3.12 on pag e 27 of

the report as being  larg ely unsuitable for cycling . It is an

extremely wide road with larg e verg es and little  used

footpaths. It would appear that separated cycle  paths could be

accomodated without substantial chang es to the layout of the

road. While  it is noted in the report that other North South

routes are available, it is often an unavoidable road unless the

cyclist has time to take a reasonably long  detour. I often have to

use it to travel towards Weston and the villag es beyond this. 5)

Quiet ways are successfully used in London sig nposting

alternative quiet routes for cyclists between popular

destinations away from busy roads where possible. T hese are

combined with improved cycle  provision where it is necessary

to cross or join busy roads. Could these be considered in

Letchworth? T here are often safer back street routes which

cyclists could be sig nposted to. 6) T he cycle  path throug h the

fields between Willian and Graveley Lane provides a safe, off

road, route to and from Stevenag e, but towards Graveley Lane

it is not tarmaced and the stony pot holed surface makes it

difficult to pass along , especially after dark or in muddy

conditions. If this could be tarmaced or the surface simply be

better maintained it would be helpful.

213 More shared foot/cycle  paths, so we can stay off the roads

leg ally.

216 As a reg ular user of the g reenway and the ncr with my children I

have found that the route from Norton common to the

Broadway is poorly sig ned and has several dang erous junctions

and roundabouts. T his could be improved by better road

marking s for the cycleways and possibly crossing  points for

cyclists to avoid the roundabouts?
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218 T he cycle  superhig hways in London are g reat - a mini cycle  path

next to the road. T hey would be g ood in Letchworth. And one

to connect Hitchin to Letchworth could be made - as they are

very busy roads between the towns - not safe for kids.

219 T he very poor condition of Letchworth's roads (and lack of

urg ency to repair them) are my main concern as a cyclist, and

should be the first thing  addressed when aiming  to improve

cycling  in Letchworth for its residents. Some roads have such

poor surfaces that I have to choose alternative routes to my

destination, in order to not further damag e my bike (which has

had to have a wheel replaced due to Letchworth potholes).

221 Motorists drive like lunatics around Eastholm/Norton Way

North, lots of speeding  throug hout the day especially in the

evening s, I have young  kids who love cycling  and I find the way

these people drive very troubling  (and noisy!) Speed check (or

temporary speed traps) mig ht help.

225 Specific roads with 20 mph limit with mixed cycle  and car use but

specified as trunk access routes for cyclists and cars. Enforce

with cameras.

226 Yes, but I will email my thoug hts.

228 For starters, I'm not sure a shared path across the Common (but

NOT  the other paths) constitutes a 'cycle  network' does it? We

still have to fig ht it out with the cars etc. everywhere else, don't

we? Nice tho the Greenway is, it's not a 'network ', just a

pleasant leisure path for the weekend. Ever been to

Copenhag en, or Amsterdam, now that's a network. We need

radial routes to the centre protected from cars. T his is meant to

be a g arden city. Have you noticed that people ride on the

pavements? T he demand is there .

229 I am a keen cyclist and feel privileg ed we already have the

Greenway. T he main issue is cycling  throug h the town which can

be dang erous.
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231 Outside of the cycling  network, an important factor that reduces

or eliminate the confidence required to use bike as a transport

around Letchworth is the outrag eously bad width of the

available  section of normal roads due to: - absurd two-way

roads that barely have space for one lane - ubiquitous rog ue

parking  in places that are clearly desig nated with continuous

sing le  and double lines on main roads - absolute absence of

enforcement of existing  parking  restrictions - permit to park in

places that are completely incompatible  (particularly along

bends where the visibility of the next trait of road is practically

zero) - houses that are allowed to provide zero parking  spaces

on many roads, where the front is entirely utilised for soft

landscaping , which causes unsig htly and dang erous crowding  of

the sides of the roads with parked cars: why are so many

houses not forced to provide off-street parking , in an ag e when

many households own two cars or more? - lack of speed

restrictions and speed bumps in crucial roads (Station Way is an

example where car and even buses travel at shocking  speeds)

All in all, Letchworth is very permissive toward borderline

antisocial driving  and parking  behaviour, and it's fundamentally

desig ned around cars. Furthermore, it's desig ned around what

cars were 30 -40  years ag o, both in numbers and in size. T he

number of cars is enormously hig her, and their dimensions have

g rown by at least 50 % compared to when roads and house

fronts were desig ned. It's no use to run and plan the city in a

state of denial of this simple reality. T his is not surprising :

motorists and cars bring  taxes, cyclists do not, and nowadays

when public services are run for profit, the obvious end result is

that everything  is desig ned ag ainst the interests of the citizenry.

232 Seg reg ation of cyclists and road vehicles on major roads (A50 7,

50 5, etc). Improved access to Greenway and extension /

development of off-road network. Cycle  maintenance courses.
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233 It is a shame that local cyclists were not involved in choosing  and

detailing  the schemes put forward in the strateg y. Letchworth

cyclists have provided a detailed response including  further

ideas and sug g estions based on their comprehensive Cycle

Network Plan which I fully support. I would be interested to

know why the Foundation considered it best to have minimal

eng ag ement with local cyclists when producing  this report. T his

feels like a wasted opportunity.

238 I think driver awareness will be improved once there are more

cyclists on the road. Having  g rown up in a town where the

majority of the people cycled, you felt safe as drivers were

expecting  you to be there. In Letchworth, I feel very vulnerable

on my bike as I am an unusual sig ht on the road! I think the

Common is a g reat bike route, but I did once have a collision

with a dog  which ran out the bushes suddenly, and across the

bike path. Lig hting  the Common path at nig ht would also help

pedestrians walking  across. My final point is that local bike

journeys are hindered (and therefore less time efficient) the

more you have to stop and cross roads/wait at junctions for car

traffice/move onto pavement. T he best bike paths (and

therefore most appealing  bike journeys) have the least amount

of road junctions. Letchworth and Hitchin have some g reat bike

shops so the support is there for cyclists.

239 Reduce motor vehicle  Speed and increase driver awareness

among st young er drivers. T alk to RoSPA Advanced Drivers

North Herts East Beds. And I A M.

241 1. Seperation of traffic with different speeds to avoid collisions:

i.e . seperate cyclists from cars as well as pedestrians. 2:

encourag e cycle  commute by creating  direct cycle  routes to

places of work and transit (not meandering  throug h residential

or leisure areas, time is an important factor when commuting )
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242 Drivers in g eneral seem to lack basic knowledg e and

understanding  of how to pass cyclists safely when we do need

to use the roads in and around Letchworth. As a driver of a car

and road cyclist, cycle  lanes on the roads in and around

Letchworth would support commuter cyclists as well as leisure

cyclists attempting  to take on long er routes. A driver education

scheme would be helpful, i.e  passing  a cyclist at 30 mph with

less than a foot between the mirror and them is not safe and is

likely to cause the cyclist to topple into the verg e or towards

traffic. T here are so many thing s that could be improved in our

local area, but without education improvements will be wasted.

243 Cycling = transport, not just leisure! All public places should be

accessible  by bike. Sig nag e g iving  approx time in mins to cycle

to key places, e .g  station. T hen people will start to realise  how

efficient it is.

244 From my experience cycling  and as a driver, I believe the main

issue in Letchworth is the lack of driver awareness/ attitude. I

repeatedly see cars speeding  past cyclists too close or driving

impatiently while  waiting  to overtake. I believe driver

awareness/attitude needs to be addressed, perhaps by

advertising  campaig n and better sig nag e warning  of cyclists.

T his would also be helped by clearly marked cycle  lanes/paths.

Cyclists are partly at fault as some do not use the roads

appropriately and also do not have lig hts or hi-visibility

clothing /marking . Road condition is another issue. T here are

numerous pot holes, some very larg e and deep. T hese are

dang erous for all road users, especially cyclists who may have

to divert into the road or have a car suddenly swerve into their

path. Another issue is street lig hting . It is poor in some areas,

noticeably on the route I reg ularly travel, along  Norton Way

North and the surrounding  residential side streets. It is

dang erous for cyclists using  the roads after dark. Another factor

is the street lig hting  being  turned off late nig ht. Althoug h I ag ree

with reducing  lig ht pollution and saving  energ y, this switch off

makes cyclists and pedestrians are vulnerable when travelling

back late nig ht. Perhaps the timing s could be chang ed or lig ht

levels reduced instead of turning  off.
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1. Page one -Final Strategy. This implies there is no further consultation or input. I think the 

choice of wording could be better. 

  

2. No central plan emanating from the town centre radiating out to the outskirts of the town to 

beyond. I would like to see it work with the original masterplan of the town. 

 

3. 1.8 – Quick win is fine but there needs to be a longer strategy in place. Medium and long 

term projects which are bold in ambition and clear in strategy on how it will be 

implemented. 

 

4. 3.3 A single ride around the town is not enough to base a strategic report on implementing 

changes, especially if it is not within commuter hours. 

 

5. Speed of traffic within the town needs to be reduced to enable safer cycling. 20mph zones 

etc might reduce speeding. (Norton Road North is especially bad for traffic exceeding 

30mph) Scheme 3.6 suggests 20mph zones near schools is a good start but I feel this should 

go further in the town like Stotfold has implemented. 

 

6. Cycling in Letchworth currently feels less safe (in my personal opinion) than in central 

London on a daily basis. Over 7 years of cycling in Letchworth and London, I had more near 

misses in Letchworth than London. I believe this is mostly due to traffic speed as traffic in 

London is much slower than Letchworth, and drivers in Letchworth are less used to sharing 

the roads with cyclists. 

 



Letchworth Cyclists Response to the Consultation By Letchworth Heritage Foundation on
their Letchworth Garden City Cycling Strategy which was published in June 2018

Thank you for opening up this cycle ‘strategy’ to a public consultation. We are pleased to see the 
Heritage Foundation are keen to improve conditions for cyclists in the town. 

The report contains some interesting ideas but the strategy that underpinned the choice of schemes 
is not explained. The report begins with a review of local and national policy, which all seem very 
energetic regarding cycling promotion (HCC's "step change in cycling"), but then the 
recommendations for Letchworth seem limited and unlikely to deliver a modal shift to sustainable 
transport as promoted by the local and national policy documents. The recommendations only seem 
to try to address the following, much less ambitious, objectives:

• Reviewing the adequacy of existing cycle infrastructure;

• Restating some of the schemes that are in the Letchworth and Baldock Urban Transport Plan
(2012) which was also produced by Steer, Davies and Gleave consultants.

• Identifying cycle network and road improvement that would allow residents of the proposed 
new estate north of the Grange to reach services in the existing town by bicycle;

• Identifying improvements to the Heritage Foundation Greenway;

• Providing ideas for increasing the number of residents cycling.

The report recommendations would bring some improvements to the town but clearly to provide a 
modal shift to sustainable transport a more comprehensive strategy is required as Letchworth 
Cyclists proposed in their Cycle Network Plan, a ‘Mini-Holland’ vision for the town.

Some of the recommendations in the report are no more than a series of ideas which require testing 
for their viability and impact. Any recommendations need to be informed by a clear understanding 
of cyclist behaviour and preferences and take account of busy school run and peak work journey 
times. More analysis and research into usage patterns and typologies would have helped to inform 
specific tactical efforts for improvements. 

It's surprising that the report does not make recommendations for meaningful interlock with key 
groups, for example, existing cycle groups, schools, rail commuters, major employers. Wider 
engagement would bring much needed local knowledge into this ‘strategy’. After the consultation 
ends, what work are the Heritage Foundation planning to move from the list of ideas to some 
evidence based recommendations?

Specific comments on the report are:

Para 3.13
No priority is given to improving the Stevenage link because of the distance and some difficult 
junctions. However, with electric bikes, significant commuting between North Herts towns and 
Stevenage and plenty of off-road tracks to utilise, developing this route may be ignoring an 
important opportunity to move people to sustainable transport modes. Even if a scheme is not 
proposed as part of this report we would suggest that the report should be more neutral in its 
conclusions on the potential for developing this route.

Paras 3.11 & 3.14 
The report suggests there is scope to encourage more cycling by commuters to Hitchin and to the 
station. It would be interesting to see more research conducted on these groups to understand the 
barriers to cycling which would allow more targeted recommendations to be offered.
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Letchworth Cyclists Response to the Consultation By Letchworth Heritage Foundation on
their Letchworth Garden City Cycling Strategy which was published in June 2018

Figure 3.12
Should the Broadway gyratory be classified as Level 3 rather than 2? There is evidence of 
accidents, and local cyclist experience is that it is one of the most risky places to cycle in 
Letchworth.

Para 3.34
The report ignores primary schools but a significant number of children ride to primary schools and 
with suitable provision more could be encouraged. Consideration of schemes around the entrance 
roads to each school in the town should have been addressed in the strategy.

Para 3.34 
NCN12 passes the private schools of St Christopher and St Francis, many of whose pupils are not 
local and it would be interesting to explore with these schools the extent and the potential for 
children cycling to school. NCN12 does not pass the state secondary schools so improvements to 
NCN12 will not address the key challenges of cycling to these schools.

Para 3.42
The report identifies that pavement cycling is common but because pavements are often quiet this is
not an issue. However, the busyness of pavements is time of day and location dependent. Children 
often cycle on the pavement, and they will converge to the paths around school entrances where 
there are plenty of pedestrians (including those walking from their parked cars). Parked and turning 
cars can make cycling on the road near schools particularly hazardous at school start and end times, 
even if these roads are quiet at most other times. So around schools cyclists and pedestrians are in 
conflict and segregated cycle lanes on the access paths to schools would be beneficial. What the 
report also does not recognise is that on many roads high vegetation exists at the front of properties 
which restrict visibility for cars leaving driveways so cycling on pavements has its own hazards.

Para 4.8
The report could have emphasised that Gernon Road is one-way in the same direction as Leys 
Avenue which elongates cycle journeys where cyclists need to go from Norton Way South to 
Broadway / Eastcheap.

The conclusion is that the retail and industrial area is not conducive to encouraging cycling, yet this 
seems to go against the aims of the various national and local policies to encourage cycling. 
Considering this is possibly a major destination for local commuters, as well as a route to Baldock, 
should more research be done to ascertain the value of finding a solution or at least be more neutral 
about possibilities for improvement. Letchworth Cyclists network plan proposed a number of 
options for this area of the town and opportunity needs to be taken in new developments, such as 
the recent development of the site between Dunham’s Lane, Sixth Avenue and Avenue One to 
incorporate cycling infrastructure.

Para 5.6 
With wide verges, segregated cycle lanes are an option that Letchworth could adopt. It would be 
helpful if the report could address surfacing options that could blend with the garden city 
environment.

Scheme 1.1 
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their Letchworth Garden City Cycling Strategy which was published in June 2018

We would agree that improvements can be made to NCN12 across Norton Common, we would not 
however, consider this to be a high priority improvement, there are other areas of NCN12 that 
should take priority for funding. Path widening is a "nice to have" but not a prohibition to current 
usage (everyone simply cycles on the grass). More beneficial changes to NCN12 that should have 
been considered are:

• A crossing from Norton Common to the Quadrant.
• Adding an off road detour / junction improvements to avoid the hazardous junction in 

Willian village.
• Providing a segregated cycle route from the central path along Broadway by Barclays’ bank 

across the two zebra crossings, over Bridge Road to the junction with Nevells Road.
• A safer path through Southfields on the Grange Estate.
• A safer path through Danescroft on the Grange Estate.
• An off road solution to Sparkhawke which is suitable for school children.

The report doesn't offer any evidence to confirm that this scheme would really achieve the proposed
objectives 1 and 2. This path is already extremely popular and the proposed improvements may 
have extremely limited incremental benefit. An analysis of who is, or could be, cycling at what 
times would be helpful before coming up with solutions. Given we don’t have a 24 hour train 
service is 24 hour lighting necessary? Would  "Extended hours" lighting, say 3.30pm to 9.30/10pm 
and from 6am, in winter help some cyclists? The report doesn't investigate potential lighting 
systems except a standard street lighting one, which the report already suggests would be dismissed 
on wildlife grounds, we don't really have an assessment here of realistic cost versus realistic 
improvement.

The report also didn't discuss how the lighting system might be managed to avoid wasted electricity
in summer and the costs, ownership and management implications. This path is isolated so how 
comfortable would people be using it in the late evening? This route may be an alternative when 
Cowslip Hill (the most popular alternative to Norton Common) is parked up with commuters but 
would usage patterns show that Cowslip Hill becomes more usable later in the evening? It would be
interesting to know when the serious accident occurred on Cowslip Hill.

As well as addressing the North-South Route through Norton Common could this scheme be 
extended to include an East-West route from the outdoor pool, tennis courts, skateboard park and 
play area. This link would also provide more safe options for children to cycle to the secondary 
schools if it links through to Cowslip Hill (Scheme 1.6).

Scheme 1.2 
The report would have benefited from a full description and status of this scheme which is to be 
implemented by Herts County Council. The bridge on this route has steep steps, and we understand 
the low cost proposal to resolve this is "to install cycle ramps on the footbridge so that cycles can be
wheeled rather than carried up and down the stairs".With increasing retail outlets on the industrial 
estate this route could provide access to shops as well as the leisure centre and a ramp solution that 
works for bikes, adapted bikes for moving young children, disabled access and pushchairs will 
provide a better solution for opening up this route and should be recommended in this strategy. Our 
understanding is that a Toucan Crossing is proposed across the B656. To maximise the cycle 
network opportunities opened up by the scheme consideration should be given to ensuring this 
crossing links to paths which have the potential to be shared pedestrian / cycle paths linking to 
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Radburn Way, Lowe Drive and Pixmore Avenue and to routing the cycle path at the top of 
Dunham’s Lane off road through Baldock Recreational Ground.

Scheme 1.3     
Option 1 is the ideal solution as it would provide a safe direct route and it would have been helpful 
if the report had come to a view on whether there is sufficient land along the route for this to be 
viable. Option 3 sends cyclists a long way from Baldock Road if that is their destination. This 
Option suggests passing along Cloisters Road. Cloisters Road is often heavily parked at the top, 
causing access issues, and has coaches parked and reversing at the start and end of each school day 
which makes it hazardous to cycle. Crossing the A505 is also hazardous so a new crossing would be
required to meet Cloisters Road. Additionally Option 3 utilises Radburn Way but there are off-road 
options that would avoid Radburn Way and its mini-roundabout. The options for this scheme clearly
need some additional work and need to incorporate local knowledge. Whichever, scheme is chosen 
improvements at St Paul’s roundabout should be kept as this is a difficult but important junction 
into town from both the Lordship and Jackman’s estates and is difficult for both cyclists and 
pedestrians to navigate. 

Scheme 1.4 
The scheme proposed passes along Bursland to Icknield Way. Monklands appears a much quieter 
road and connects to the zebra crossing outside Fearnhill School and should be considered for 
inclusion in this scheme. This scheme should be high priority not medium.

Scheme 1.5
The suggestions for improvement are not high priority. Higher priority improvements for the 
Greenway would be:

• Upgrading the Rosehill Hospital to Willian Road section so it is suitable for cycling.
• Adding a Baldock bypass which allows cyclists to avoid passing under the A1M, providing 

a link to the Leisure Centre and utilising the Jubilee Road crossing of the B656 to reconnect 
with the existing Greenway. 

• Adding safe crossings on Norton Road, the A505 (by Rosehill hospital), Wymondly Road 
and Willian Road. 

• Changing the bridge on Chiltern View to a shared cycle / pedestrian path.
• Providing an entry to the Greenway off Hillbrow which is not blocked by parked cars.
• Adding a connection from the Greenway to Briar Patch and Highfield School.
• Improving the path that links the A505 through to Radburn Way and to Pryor Way (cyclists 

are cutting their own path).

Scheme 1.6
Extending the cycle path through to the outside pool, skateboard park, tennis courts and play area, 
beyond NCN12, would be an important link to leisure resources (cyclists and walkers are cutting 
their own path). 

LED ground lighting should be considered for this route as is being considered for the route in 
Scheme 1.1.

Add Scheme 1.7: Linking Jackman’s and Lordship Farm Cycle Tracks/ Footpaths to the 
Town Centre
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Paths which are suitable for making shared pedestrian and cycle footpaths from Jackman’s and 
Lordship estates meet at St Paul’s roundabout but there are no safe crossings for pedestrians and 
cyclists to then reach Pixmore Way which is the main access road from this point to the Town 
Centre. The roundabout changes suggested in Scheme 1.3 should be implemented and then a cycle 
track introduced on Pixmore Way.

A two way segregated cycle lane should be introduced along the grass verge on the north side of 
Pixmore Way from the A505 down past Rushby Mead to the pedestrian crossing. The cycle lane 
should have priority over traffic from joining roads.  

Add Scheme 1.8 – Norton Way Improvements and Cycle Bypass
Introduce a 20 Mph speed limit along Norton Way and give consideration to more parking 
restrictions. On Norton Way South from the A505 to Pixmore Way, the existing grass verge between
the mature trees and the kerb on the east side should be used for a cycle path. A pedestrian/ cycle 
lane should be introduced between Rushby Mead and Norton Way South on the south side of 
Pixmore Way. The existing pelican crossing on Pixmore Way should be converted to a toucan 
crossing. Introduce a 10 Mph speed limit on all three sections of Rushby Mead. Place bollards in 
the mid-point between the two Pixmore school entrances to deter parents from driving to the school 
and through traffic. Bollards should also be placed to prevent cars going right after exiting Mrs 
Howard Hall car park.

A toucan crossing or zebra crossing for cyclists and pedestrians should be introduced opposite 
Rushby Mead to cross Bird’s Hill. The north pavement of Birds Hill should then be converted into a
pedestrian/ cycle lane which turns onto Norton Way North and meets an ongoing cycle lane and a 
toucan crossing across Norton Way North (linking to Station Road). The cycle lane should have 
priority over joining roads. 

Place a shared pedestrian / cycle lane along the west side of Norton Way North from Station Road 
to the pedestrian / cycle crossing. Place a shared pedestrian / cycle lane on the east side of Norton 
Way North from the crossing to Icknield Way widening the path as required. Introduce a segregated 
cycle lane on the verge on the east side between Icknield Way and Norton Road. A suitable 
pedestrian / cycle crossing should be introduced just north of Icknield Way which will provide 
access to a cycle lane to the open air swimming pool. A suitable crossing should be introduced 
across Norton Road to Eastholm. In the longer term consideration should be given to redesigning 
the mini-roundabouts in this area, if Icknield Way could be realigned (on one or both sides of 
Norton Way North) to meet, thus forming a cross-roads with Norton Way North there would be the 
option of using traffic lights rather than roundabouts which may improve a difficult set of junctions 
for motor vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians.

Scheme 2.1
We agree that improved wayfinding, including on street painting would be beneficial. Muddy Lane 
is a good example of where improvements are required.

Scheme 2.2
We agree that cycle track priority over junctions is a high priority improvement.

Scheme 2.3
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Whilst this concept is a good idea we feel that the particular roads chosen may be better be suited to
having a separate cycle track rather than a junction change. Would not most of the cycle users be 
turning left into the The Quadrant from Nevells Road anyway? If so, this change would be of 
limited benefit. This should be a low priority scheme.

Scheme 2.4
This could be high priority as it something that can bring benefit and be implemented relatively 
quickly. The Letchworth Garden City Cycle Network Plan contains recommendations on which 
Jackman’s paths to convert to shared pedestrian / cycle paths and this additional detail could be 
incorporated into this strategy. 

Extending this scheme to include other paths across the town, which are identified in the 
Letchworth Garden City Cycle Network Plan, to shared pedestrian / cycle paths would make this 
document more strategic. For example:

• The path through Lordship linking Rookes Lane to the A505 longabout underpass and the 
link path through to Bell Acre.

• Gernon Walk
• The path from Pixmore Avenue through to Dunham’s Lane
• Paths linking Cromwell Road through to Cashio Lane.
• The path from Cashio Lane / Croft Lane to Eastern Way.
• Paths linking Southern Way to Jay Close, Kite Way and Wilbury Road.
• The path around or through the Spirella to avoid the busy mini-roundabouts, blind corners 

and slim paths at the top of Cowslip Hill and Bedford Road.
• The path linking Letchworth Gate bus stop through Kestral Walk to Penn Lane.
• The path past Dents Close entrance to Baldock Lane.
• The path on the east side of Letchworth Gate from Baldock Lane to the A505 longabout. 
• The path from Howards Drive to St Paul’s roundabout.

Add Scheme 2.5
There should be an additional scheme in this section to add forward stop boxes to traffic lights 
along the A505 / B656.

Scheme 3.1 
For this scheme to bring maximum benefit the cycle routes through the town (including NCN12) 
need to be made safer.

Scheme 3.2 
The description could be improved to clarify how the cycle path will avoid parking cars and 
pedestrians. We support the suggestions to improve access to the crossing on Norton Way and to the
station. Consideration should also be given to extending the contraflow cycle lane to include 
Eastcheap.

Gernon Road may prove a more cost effective solution giving cyclists a link from Norton Way to 
the Broadway (accessing the library, cinema, council offices) and could be explored as an 
alternative or additional option. See the Letchworth Garden City Cycle Network Plan for 
suggestions on how to introduce a linked contraflow cycle lane on this road.
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Scheme 3.3
NCN12 currently passes by St Francis College. If it was on the other side of Broadway it would link
better with Spring Road and avoid cyclists having to negotiate crossing the Broadway at Sollershott 
Circus which can be hazardous. This would also deconflict cyclists from children being delivered 
and collected from St Francis College. 

Scheme 3.3 should probably be considered high priority rather than medium, since it is a popular 
route and an intersectional point for many routes, and we note from the report that there have been 
cycling collisions.

Scheme 3.4
We are looking forward to the Heritage Foundation and HCC starting to engage with NHDC on this
additional parking.

Scheme 3.6
This scheme should be extended to include primary schools, especially those where there are issues 
relating to children being taken to school by car. This should be high priority. Some clarity is 
required on which roads will be included, for example Highfield School should include Sollershott 
West as well as Highfield.

Scheme 4.3
This should be medium priority.

Concluding Comments
The schemes chosen seem limited and mainly addressing issues on the North side of town or 
improving the limited existing cycle network. To be considered a Letchworth strategy it ought to 
tackle issues across the town and a number of suggestions have been made to improve this strategy 
which we hope will be helpful. To have a modal shift in cycling Letchworth needs its own plan for a
‘Mini-Holland’. Members of the cyclist group would be willing to provide input to try to improve 
this strategy before it is taken to the local council.

7   8th July 2018
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